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Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2431: Who Told You That I Have to Transcend the Deva Blight Tribulation? 

Boom! 

Boom! 

Boom! 

... ... 

Above the void, came a series of rumbling sounds. 

The powerful force fought until space trembled in waves. 

Although Daymeld’s cultivation realm fell, his strength was placed there. 

Coupled with two Heavenly Dao True Martials, his strength skyrocketed, and he was locked in a struggle 

with Ye Yuan. 

Under the meeting of karmic fate, the human and divine, two great camps’ chief commanders, finally 

clashed together. 

Daymeld activated Heavenly Dao True Martial, a pair of iron fists akin to two drumsticks, pounding the 

horizon until it rent the air. 

Ye Yuan’s Sword of Spacetime could cut everything in the world. 

But it could not cut Daymeld’s pair of iron fists. 

Daymeld was deserving of being a progenitor class figure. Even if his realm fell, he was also not what 

anyone could bully. 

In fact, he even overpowered Ye Yuan in terms of strength. 

The cooperation of two great Heavenly Dao True Martials was truly formidable to the extreme. 

“Brat, you’re really very strong! Although this progenitor’s realm fell, ordinary Deva Second Blights are 

absolutely not my match too. But you can actually fight to a draw with me! You can be sufficiently 

proud. If you went into closed-seclusion and cultivated, transcending the Deva blight tribulation, you’ll 

definitely be able to beat me! It’s a pity, you’re too stupid! Hahaha ...” Daymeld said with a big laugh. 

He could feel that Ye Yuan’s cultivation realm already showed signs of breaking through the soil under 

his powerful pressure. 

Becoming stronger in battle, only Ye Yuan this sort of peerless genius could do it. 

Except, the current breakthrough was a life-and-death great tribulation to Ye Yuan! 

Ye Yuan himself also had this feeling that his cultivation realm was already almost breaking through 

uncontrollably. 
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In this one year, Ye Yuan had been continuously searching for himself in the midst of battle, perfecting 

the next realm of the Chaos Heavenspan Canon. 

At present, it was already time for the melon to fall off its stem when it was ripe. 

Daymeld’s powerful offensive made Ye Yuan’s World Realm become more and more complete. 

Boom! 

Finally, the cultivation realm could no longer be stopped. Endless spiritual energy surged over here 

frenziedly. 

The breakthrough started! 

Unpredictable army, everyone’s expressions changed wildly. 

They did not expect that Ye Yuan actually broke through so quickly. 

“Not good! His Excellency broke through so quickly! This ... What to do about this?” Wan Zhen 

exclaimed. 

Pang Zhen gritted his teeth and said, “This guy, he wouldn’t listen no matter how we persuaded! Damn 

it, transcending the tribulation at the last moment, what difference is there from seeking death? 

Everyone, listen to the command! Ignore the others! Pledge to protect His Excellency to the death!” 

Under his word of command, the army of several tens of thousands flew over to Ye Yuan that side crazily 

like locusts. 

“No need to care about me. Do your own things properly!” Ye Yuan’s low voice came over. 

The faces of Wan Zhen and the rest changed wildly and they said, “Your Excellency!” 

“What? My words aren’t useful anymore?” Ye Yuan said with a frown. 

With him frowning, he radiated awe without being angry. 

At present, he was the supreme authority in the unpredictable army. 

A word carrying the weight of nine tripods! 

“Sigh!” Wan Zhen and Pang Zhen let out long sighs, and could only charge towards the enemy army 

again. 

When Daymeld saw this scene, he let out a burst of even louder laughter and said, “Kid, your talent is 

really too terrifying! Your improvement can really be seen even using the naked eye. However, it ends 

here! Hahaha ...” 

Ye Yuan breaking through, the commotion was seriously too big. 

Just the gathering of heaven and earth spiritual energy needed to take a lot of time. 

This place was the land of Western Realms, the spiritual energy was not rich. 



But Ye Yuan’s breakthrough already came into contact with Heavenly Dao. Not accumulating enough 

spiritual energy, he would not give up. 

Ye Yuan carried the berserk spiritual energy and was locked in battle with Daymeld. 

Originally, Daymeld could still overpower him. 

Now, Ye Yuan coming into contact with Heavenly Dao, he was already evenly matched with Daymeld. 

Furthermore, he got stronger the more he fought! 

Rumble! 

Ye Yuan’s small world also had a huge commotion at this time. Black and yellow two energies became 

more and more refined. 

Although Ye Yuan’s current realm was World Realm, it did not form a true world. 

Accurately speaking, his world was actually just dividing chaos into two. 

Chaos was still chaos. 

But, after Ye Yuan’s so many years of cultivation, these two regions of chaos gradually became pure, 

having their own color. 

Heaven was black energy, and earth was yellow energy. 

At this time, the black energy became more and more blue, while the yellow energy became more and 

more turbid. 

Heaven and earth became more and more distinct from each other! 

This was the real heaven and earth. 

Of course, this process evolved very slowly. 

At the outside world, Ye Yuan’s battle with Daymeld also became increasingly fiercer. 

Daymeld was originally still laughing loudly without ceasing. But the more he fought, the more alarmed 

he got, and the more puzzled he became. 

Logically speaking, the Deva blight tribulation should have started long ago. But why did Ye Yuan seem 

to not have any happenings at all? 

Deva blight tribulation was the tribulation of Heavenly Dao; terrifying to the extreme. 

When the blight tribulation erupted, the physical body of the martial artist would decay crazily. At the 

same time, it would even be accompanied by lightning tribulation, fire tribulation, tribulation of mental 

demon, so on and so forth. The current situation was complicated to the extreme. 

It could be said that this was a one-time eruption. 

The goal was to kill you! 



Of course, there was also powerful Heavenly Dao power mixed in this. As long as the martial artist 

pulled through, they would be like carps leaping over the dragon gate, their strength scaling new 

heights. 

However, apart from drawing incomparably colossal spiritual energy over at Ye Yuan there, there was 

not the slightest sign of crossing the tribulation. 

As steady as Mount Tai! 

Not only did Ye Yuan’s current body not decay, but it also became stronger and stronger instead. 

This was also too weird! 

The battle over here naturally affected the hearts of the unpredictable army. 

Wan Zhen and the rest also waited for a long time. In the end, they discovered that Ye Yuan did not have 

any happenings at all, and could not help feeling very strange. 

“Odd, it’s been close to two hours since His Excellency started breaking through. Why doesn’t there 

seem to be any signs of decay at all?” Wan Zhen said. 

Pang Zhen also had a strange expression as he said, “Decay? Didn’t you notice? His Excellency’s aura is 

currently soaring crazily, it doesn’t feel like he’s transcending the Deva blight tribulation, but 

experiencing Deva strengthening!” 

They had both already experienced the Deva blight tribulation and were deeply aware of the horror of 

the blight tribulation. 

Once they crossed the tribulation, the martial artist would directly enter a period of weakness, unable to 

face the enemy at all. 

But Ye Yuan seemed to have been strengthened by Heavenly Dao, his aura becoming increasingly 

terrifying. 

This kind of Deva blight tribulation, it was still their first time seeing. 

Daymeld’s expression became uglier and uglier, and he said with a furious roar, “Why hasn’t your Deva 

blight tribulation started yet? With your strength, the Deva blight tribulation should be very terrifying!” 

Ye Yuan looked at Daymeld pitiably and laughed in spite of himself as he said, “Who told you that I need 

to transcend the Deva blight tribulation?” 

Daymeld’s expression changed wildly and he said, “This is impossible! Each human has to transcend the 

tribulation. You also cultivate the small world. So how can you possibly not transcend the tribulation?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Kicking up a fuss over nothing! Don’t your divine race not need to transcend 

the tribulation?” 

The divine race only cultivated Heavenly Dao, strengthening themselves with Heavenly Dao, and did not 

need to cross the tribulation. 

Apart from this, all races had to transcend the Deva blight tribulation! 



And this was also one of their capital to stand above myriad races. 

But Ye Yuan clearly cultivated the small world but did not need to cross the tribulation. This sort of thing 

was too fantastical. 

Daymeld could not help being shocked. 

There were really too many uncertainties on this young human! 

He used common sense to gauge Ye Yuan, thinking that Ye Yuan would cross the Deva blight tribulation 

and die. 

But he forgot. Ye Yuan this person could not be gauged using common sense at all! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2432: Strangers When Meeting Again! 

Ye Yuan’s small world was undergoing earth-shaking changes. 

Black energy metamorphosed. The sun and moon, as well as the constellations, began to gradually take 

shape. 

On the earth, mountains and lakes were also being derived from the yellow energy. 

The outline of a great world was currently slowly taking shape. 

The chaos world that was initially without the slightest life had now started to glow with vigorous 

vitality. 

At this moment, Ye Yuan truly felt the power of the world! 

That sort of surging world power, made his strength soar in an instant. 

This kind of strength gave him the feeling of having everything under control. 

In this world, he was the absolute master, a paramount existence! 

This surging sense of power made him have a feeling of being able to blow everything up. 

Clearly, Daymeld also sensed the surge of Ye Yuan’s power! 

Not just him, everyone present felt it. 

This power was too terrifying! 

Daymeld’s complexion was ashen as he said in shock, “You ... Just what kind of cultivation method are 

you cultivating? This sort of power increase is definitely not Deva First Blight!” 

Judging from Ye Yuan’s current aura, he was no idea how many times stronger than Deva First Blight. 

The gap was indeed very large between Ninth Firmament Heavenly Emperor and Deva First Blight. But it 

was absolutely not large until Ye Yuan’s extent. 

Hence, that was why Daymeld would be so shocked. 
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Ye Yuan’s current strength was sufficient to rival Deva Second Blight powerhouses! 

Coupled with Ye Yuan’s terrifying law attainments, his combat power approached middle-stage Nine-

marks powerhouses. 

Before breaking through, Ye Yuan’s combat power was already on par with Daymeld. 

Now, killing him was merely a matter of lifting a hand. 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “You don’t need to care about what cultivation method. Either way, what can kill 

you is a good cultivation method! Alright, I can send you on your way now!” 

The Sword of Spacetime lit up, a chill was revealed. 

Daymeld’s expression changed drastically, he knew that he could not block Ye Yuan’s next attack! 

A feeling of despair spread in his heart. 

In the last epoch, he fought against several Deva Fourth and Fifth Blight human sovereigns alone, and he 

could preserve his life. 

In this life, he originally wanted to bring the divine race army to crush the human race. 

Who would have expected that in the end, he actually ended up with the outcome of perishing and his 

Dao dissipating! 

This result was something that he had never thought of before. 

In his view, the present human race, there was already no one who could kill him apart from Dao 

Ancestors. 

Even Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets, this level of a sovereign, wanting to kill him head-on was 

basically impossible too. 

But he never thought that he would actually die in the hands of a junior! 

Whoosh! 

The moment the cold light appeared, a large gap was directly torn apart in space. 

The void seemed to have been directly sliced in half! 

That sort of sharpness was simply irresistible. 

Daymeld’s pupils constricted, casting Shrinking Earth into an Inch without the slightest hesitation. 

But this sword contained profound power of spacetime. How could it be what the current him could 

evade? 

In a blink, the sword’s edge already arrived! 

It looked as if Daymeld was about to be cut in half. 

But right at this critical moment, a beautiful figure suddenly walked out of the void. 



Only to see the arrival cast a palm over. A formidable force actually collided head-on with the Sword of 

Spacetime. 

Boom! 

The void trembled, the two people were each repelled back. 

Ye Yuan sighed lightly and said, “You finally still came.” 

The arrival nodded slightly and said, “Yes, I have to come after all. Daymeld can’t die!” 

Ye Yuan frowned and said, “I’m really not used to you talking like this.” 

But the arrival said indifferently, “You’ll get used to it in the end. There will come a day when you and I 

will meet on the battlefield. If you don’t get used to it, you’ll die!” 

Ye Yuan’s gaze turned intent and he said, “You really bear to make a move against me?” 

The arrival did not carry the slightest emotion as she said, “The past has been severed. There isn’t any 

cannot bear it.” 

Ye Yuan drew a deep breath and said firmly, “I’ll bring you back!” 

The arrival said coolly, “I’m still me. It’s just that I’m not the me in the past. How ... will you bring me 

back?” 

Ye Yuan suddenly somewhat fell dispirited and waved his hand and said, “You guys leave!” 

The arrival did not have the slightest nostalgia, turning around and bringing Daymeld away. 

Everyone in the unpredictable army looked at this scene with shocked faces, being uncertain of what it 

meant. 

But His Excellency already spoke up. So they naturally did not dare to stop. 

Wan Zhen and Pang Zhen exchanged glances, both seeing the shock in the other person’s eyes. 

They had never seen such a His Excellency before! 

In their impression, His Excellency had always been calm and composed. He never showed mercy to the 

enemy. 

But facing that woman who covered her face with a light gauze just now, His Excellency actually did not 

make a move. 

Furthermore, it looked like the two of them were old acquaintances. Furthermore, the feelings were not 

shallow. 

How did Lord Saint Azure know a woman from the divine race? 

Ye Yuan watched that figure disappear into the horizon. His body seemed incomparably lonely and 

melancholic. 



Even though a light gauze was covering her face and she was executing a pure Heavenly Dao True 

Martial, Ye Yuan still recognized this woman with one glance. 

Because she was none other than precisely Yue Mengli! 

Ye Yuan did not think that he broke through at the last moment and just as he was about to kill 

Daymeld, it was actually his beloved who suddenly rushed over and rescued him. 

He was not surprised, but he was heartbroken. 

That sort of indifference and resoluteness was like a knife, continuously gouging the flesh of Ye Yuan’s 

heart. 

As early as when he brought Nineorigin back, Ye Yuan already knew that Li-er was no longer the original 

Li-er. 

She accepted the baptism of the god statues and already became a true divine daughter! 

Furthermore, Li-er’s talent was very suitable for the divine race’s cultivation method. Her cultivation 

speed was extremely fast and had long already reached the level of Nine-marks. 

Judging from the strength that Yue Mengli displayed earlier, her combat power was not the least bit 

inferior to Ye Yuan’s. 

The speed of her improvement could be imagined. 

Actually, this was also something that Ye Yuan had always been worried about. 

Ever since he regained his memories, he had been reluctant to face this issue head-on. 

Nineorigin’s appearance left him no choice but to think about this problem. 

Since Nineorigin brought Li-er away, he definitely had a way to make her a divine daughter. 

Otherwise, what did he expend so much effort for? 

It was just that Ye Yuan could not think of any method that the divine race had that could wipe away the 

feelings between him and Yue Mengli. 

But, the moment when he brought Nineorigin back, he finally knew. 

The divine race’s eight lineages, each lineage possessed a totem god statue. 

These eight god statues were the foundation of the divine race! 

And these eight god statues were precisely those eight that Ye Yuan saw back then at the Hidden 

Lineage! 

It was just that those were reproductions of the eight lineages’ progenitors, and they were not the god 

statues’ true bodies. 

Divine race members that experienced the baptism of the god statues would be irredeemably 

committed to the divine race. 



Or should he say, this person had a strong sense of pride and belonging to the divine race? 

But this was not an ordinary method of control. 

Apart from being most loyal to the divine race, this person even retained their original emotions. 

Pleasure, anger, sorrow, joy, not one was lacking, they were no different from ordinary people. 

Ye Yuan learned from Nineorigin that Li-er was no longer that Li-er before. 

Under his rage, Ye Yuan killed Nineorigin without hesitation. 

But, this could not make up for the wound in his heart. 

All the way until he saw Li-er again today, Ye Yuan’s heart hurt like a knife was twisting in. 

Suddenly, Ye Yuan actually fell stiffly backward. 

Wan Zhen and the rest turned pale with fright and hurriedly went up to support Ye Yuan. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2433: You Are Not Qualified Enough Yet! 

“Slander! You all are slandering blatantly here! At present, the outcome is a foregone conclusion! Do 

you all plan on casting him out now that he has served his purpose?” In the great all, came Heavenly 

Emperor Profound Secrets’s furious roar. 

This hall was located on the side of Heavenspan Mountain, the Bodhidharma of Dao Ancestor Life. 

At this time, the hall was packed, each person’s aura was heaven-shocking. 

There was actually not a single person’s strength who was lower than Fifth Blight! 

Even the human army’s commander, the Deva Fifth Blight, Ni Xuan, was also merely seated at the back. 

Above the great hall, Dao Ancestor Life was situated in the head seat, overlooking the world. 

Facing Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets’ roars, he just said coolly, “Profound Secrets, you calm down 

first. Letting Daymeld go under the watchful gazes of everyone, this matter, Ye Yuan got to give 

everyone an explanation, right?” 

Profound Secrets sneered and said, “Give an explanation? What explanation do you want? Did you 

forget who this world was captured by? When Ye Yuan escaped death by a hair’s breadth on the 

battlefield, where were you all, these Dao Ancestors? When Ye Yuan’s beloved was abducted by the 

divine race, where were you all? Now, you all are finding Ye Yuan to ask for an explanation? What a 

joke!” 

The current Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets was without the slightest demeanor of an expert, 

already furious to the extreme. 

After Yue Mengli took Daymeld away, the Doomsday Battle finally came to a conclusion. 

This battle ended with the complete victory of the coalition forces. 
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The divine race no longer had the strength to fight. 

What remained was the life-and-death duel between the experts of the two races. 

And right at this time, the situation on the human race’s side changed drastically. 

Dao Ancestor Life suddenly launched an attack by using the incident of Ye Yuan letting Daymeld off as 

the reason and demanded Ye Yuan to be relieved of all duties. 

And they stripped Ye Yuan of the title of Saint Azure on the charge of colluding with the enemy! 

This farce today gathered the upper echelons of the Heavenspan World’s various races, to discuss it at 

this time. 

Dismissing Ye Yuan from his post was very easy. 

But stripping Ye Yuan of the title of Saint Azure, the implications of this was too big and needed the 

recognition of all races before it could be passed. 

The title of Azure and Profound two saints, illuminated through the ages. 

Wanting to strip this title, how difficult was it? 

But, the organizer was the head of the nine great Dao Ancestors, Dao Ancestor Life. 

This was different. 

No matter how resounding the name of Saint Azure was, he was currently merely just a junior. 

But Dao Ancestors were existences standing at the pinnacle-most of this world! 

But Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets did not care that much. 

He was the son of Saint Profound, the master of the Jian Family, and also one of the major powers of the 

Heavenspan World. 

Therefore, when Dao Ancestor Life raised this matter, he was the first to come forward and object to it. 

Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets was very agitated, but Dao Ancestor Life was very calm as he said 

smilingly, “Huhu, how much effect can the divine race’s ordinary clansmen have on the Doomsday 

Battle? You say that his contributions are unparalleled? Isn’t it overly exaggerating things to raise an 

alarm? Even if the divine race army completely occupies the Heavenspan World, what does it matter to 

existences of our level?” 

He was indeed unparalleled and domineering when he said this. 

But what he said was also the truth! 

Ordinary divine race armies were simply ant-like existences to them, these Dao Ancestors. 

No matter how many, it was useless too! 

His light and fluttering sentence erased all of Ye Yuan’s contributions. 



“Yeah. If not for the three of us severely wounding Tian Qing at the risk of death, how can there be 

space for Ye Yuan to showcase himself? Of course, the three of us have long already become indifferent 

to fame and gain, and disdain to fight over it with a junior. That’s all. But he actually colluded with the 

divine race and let a formidable enemy go! We can’t turn a blind eye to it anymore!” Ancestor Fire with 

crimson-colored hair said in a deep voice. 

“What Ancestor Fire said is right! To really talk about contributions, the three of us matched Tian Qing in 

strength. That’s the real great achievement! But did we say anything until now? To talk about Ye Yuan 

this boy, his talent is exceedingly high. If he really goes to seek refuge with the divine race for a woman, 

that will be a truly mortal calamity to our human race!” Ancestor Water also said. 

Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets could not help being shocked when he heard. He did not expect 

that the few great Dao Ancestors actually already unified their statements! 

The nine great Dao Ancestors had always been disagreeable. 

For countless years, they disputed unceasingly for their own interests. 

He did not expect that at this time, they actually joined hands to deal with a junior! 

The consequences of this matter were even more serious than Profound Secrets imagined! 

Thinking up to here, Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets’s heart sunk to rock-bottom. 

Looks like Dao Ancestor Life came prepared! 

What in the world happened in-between this that made Dao Ancestor Life rather abandon Ye Yuan this 

final hope than be willing to rely on him? 

Furthermore, what shocked him even more was that Dao Ancestor Life making a move this time was not 

just to abolish Ye Yuan’s contributions but also to strip him of the title of Saint Azure! 

Azure and Profound Dual Saints illuminated through the ages. The present human race’s prosperity was 

all single handedly forged by Ye Yuan and his father. 

Colluding with the enemy? 

Huhu, how ridiculous! 

Others might not know, but Dao Ancestor Life was already a top major power in the last epoch. He was 

just a step away from being a grand ancestor! 

Could he not know about this? 

Profound Secrets felt that there must still be something that he did not know involved. 

What in the world was Dao Ancestor Life afraid of? 

“I also feel that the few Dao Ancestors make sense! Ye Yuan’s contributions, none of us deny it. But 

colluding with the enemy, this matter, the consequences are truly too serious! We can’t sit idly and 

remain indifferent!” A Fifth Blight progenitor also concurred. 

“I agree!” 



“I agree too!” 

... ... 

There were actually more than half of the progenitors present who agreed with Dao Ancestor Life’s 

suggestion. 

Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets was rendered dumbfounded with his mouth agape when he heard 

it. Dao Ancestor Life had clearly already channeled for a long time for this today. 

If the vast majority of the progenitor powerhouses unified their statements, coupled with the name of 

the nine great Dao Ancestors, stripping the title of Saint Azure was virtually something that was a 

certainty! 

What deep scheming! 

How could Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets not know the trickery behind this? Dao Ancestor Life 

definitely secretly made arrangements for a long time for this today, perhaps he gave these progenitors 

tremendous benefits. 

Otherwise, with these old things’ shrewdness, how could they stand on Dao Ancestor Life’s side so 

decisively? 

All of a sudden, Profound Secrets felt that it was a little scary. 

When he and Ye Yuan were bustling about and risking their lives for the human race and the myriad 

race’s future, these Dao Ancestors were actually scheming like this behind their backs! 

This really made people feel chills! 

No idea what Ye Yuan would think when he heard this news. 

Thinking up to here, Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets felt that his chest was about to explode. 

The era was really different! 

During the last epoch, how could such a thing possibly happen? 

On their side, it was the stronger the better! 

But now, hur hur! 

“I object! Lin Chaotian, you’re in the first batch of geniuses who entered the Heavenly Hidden World! It 

can be said that it was Lord Saint Azure who single handedly trained you to your current position! But 

now, you want to join hands with others to strip the title of Saint Azure! Do you want face or not! Also, 

Lord Saint Azure founded an eternally flourishing age. Even if you’re revered as a Dao Ancestor now, 

what right do you have to strip away the title of Saint Azure? You’re not qualified enough yet!” Heavenly 

Emperor Profound Secrets said with decisiveness that could chop iron. 

He knew that these words were feeble, but he had to fight for it! 

Azure and Profound Dual Saints were an integral whole. Ye Yuan’s actions back then, he took it into his 

sights. 



He could not let the title of Saint Azure be sullied by someone! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2434: Magnanimously Keeping the Appointment 

 “Yes, I’m not qualified enough!” 

Dao Ancestor Life was indifferent, but he changed the topic and said, “But times have changed. His most 

beloved woman is now the divine daughter of the divine race. Furthermore, her talent is astonishing. 

How can you guarantee that he’s still loyal and devoted to the human race? Perhaps him letting 

Daymeld go was the precursor to betraying the human race? You also know that his talent is amazing. 

But it’s precisely so that once he defects to the enemy, he’ll be an even greater threat to the human 

race, no?” 

Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets smiled coldly and said, “If you are out to condemn someone, you 

can always trump up a charge. You’re trumping up a charge here! Just based on this, you want to ruin 

Saint Azure? This emperor tells you, unless you pull my Jian Family up from the roots, otherwise, don’t 

think about it!” 

Dao Ancestor Life fell silent, Profound Secrets’s reaction was within his expectations. 

Azure and Profound Dual Saints were of the same breath and branch. He came from the previous epoch 

and personally saw before Azure and Profound Dual Saints’ valiant and heroic deeds. So how could he 

not know? 

But Ye Yuan must die! 

However, killing Ye Yuan was not that easy of a matter. 

The name of Saint Azure was too resounding, he founded the human race’s unprecedented prosperity. 

Now, he also established great achievements in battle. 

This kind of valiant and heroic feat, one false move and he might lose the game! 

It was correct that he was a Dao Ancestor, but he could not possibly become enemies with the entire 

world. 

Let alone that the divine race still had a terrifying Tian Qing. 

“Alright. Since that’s the case, this ancestor has an idea. Invite Ye Yuan over to challenge him face to 

face! What do you think, Profound Secrets?” Dao Ancestor Life said faintly. 

Profound Secrets’s pupils constricted, a foreboding feeling arising in his heart. 

This guy wanted to make Ye Yuan walk right into a trap! 

The moment Ye Yuan came, he would probably never be able to go back anymore! 

Seeing Profound Secrets not speak, Dao Ancestor Life said with a faint smile, “Why? Don’t even have the 

courage to be confronted face to face? Or is it that he really already defected to the enemy? Toward the 

myriad races in the world, trillions of lifeforms, shouldn’t he give the world an explanation?” 
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Profound Secrets clenched his jaws tightly, being cornered by Dao Ancestor Life until he could not speak. 

Lin Chaotian was giving him a huge problem! 

Come, Ye Yuan would never return. 

Not coming, Ye Yuan’s name of betrayal would be confirmed! 

“Fine, I’ll go and invite him personally!” Profound Secrets said in a deep voice. 

Dao Ancestor Life suddenly launching an attack immediately caused an uproar in the Heavenspan World. 

After the great battle, the name of Saint Azure was currently like the noonday sun. 

Furthermore, with the passage of time, the matter of Ye Yuan founding an eternally flourishing age was 

also revealed. 

Very soon, Saint Azure became a god-like figure. 

This kind of feat was simply incomparable. 

But no one could have expected that Dao Ancestor Life actually made a move against Saint Azure at this 

time. 

“You guys guess, will Lord Saint Azure keep the appointment or not?” 

“Keep the appointment? Isn’t this seeking death! Very clearly, Lord Saint Azure is already highly 

meritorious now that it threatens the master! Dao Ancestor Life can’t tolerate him anymore!” 

“You can’t say that! Concerning Saint Azure letting Daymeld go, this matter was a fact! His beloved is the 

divine daughter of the divine race. So who can guarantee that he won’t betray the human race for a 

woman?” 

“Mn, your words make sense too! Right now, Dao Ancestor Life is going to confront Lord Saint Azure 

face to face. Let’s wait and see then.” 

... ... 

When he saw Profound Secrets again, Ye Yuan just smiled faintly and said, “Oh? Dao Ancestor Life wants 

to see me? Alright, then let’s meet.” 

Profound Secrets could see the sadness beneath Ye Yuan’s calm surface. The blow to him this time was 

really huge. 

Having understood Ye Yuan’s life, Profound Secrets knew that Ye Yuan was someone who valued ties 

and affection immensely. 

But the person that he loved deeply became the divine daughter of the divine race, who could 

understand the suffering involved? 

But he did not expect that Ye Yuan actually agreed to it so neatly, without even thinking about it. 



“Did you understand what I said to you just now? Lin Chaotian has schemed for a long time. He must 

have already made perfect preparations this time. You won’t be able to come back once you go!” 

Profound Secrets said in a solemn voice. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “If I don’t go, wouldn’t it confirm the name of defection? Furthermore, you 

personally came to look for me, but I defected. This is also a great irony to you and to your Jian Family. 

The name of Saint Azure isn’t important to me, but your father’s name of Saint Profound, I can’t allow 

them to sully it at all!” 

When Profound Secrets heard that, his expression could not help changing. 

He only cared about Ye Yuan’s safety but did not think of this level. 

If Ye Yuan really escaped, it would be hard to guarantee that Lin Chaotian would not launch an attack 

against the Jian Family. 

Profound Secrets frowned and said, “But do you know who Lin Chaotian is? He was in the first batch of 

geniuses who entered the Heavenly Hidden World. Back then, he was only half a step away from the 

realm of Grand Ancestor! In the Doomsday Battle later on, he became one of the survivors, and even 

became Dao Ancestor Life! After ten billion years, even if Heavenly Dao takes back the power of rules, 

his strength will likely not be affected too much as well! It can be said that he’s currently the human 

race’s strongest person!” 

But Ye Yuan smiled and said, “You also know that he’s the strongest, then why doesn’t he come to kill 

me? With his strength, if he wanted to kill me, he would have long killed me. He’s afraid of my influence! 

But he only launched an attack at this time. Have you thought about why?” 

Profound Secrets was startled and said, “You know why he’s targeting you?” 

Ye Yuan shook his head and said, “Don’t know, but I can guess a little. Logically speaking, the person that 

he dreads the most right now should be Tian Qing. But the Doomsday Battle has yet to die down, and 

he’s already eager to attack me. This indicates that my threat in his eyes is even greater than Tian 

Qing’s. Therefore, he’d rather kill me first than to give me the chance to grow up.” 

Profound Secrets had a shocked look. But thinking back, it was really the case. 

But what was his basis to firmly believe that Ye Yuan posed an even greater threat than Tian Qing? 

In his view, even if Ye Yuan fused time, space, and sword, these three great laws, it was also just a 50-50 

chance against Tian Qing. 

“But, if it’s like this, you can’t go even more! Once you go, even if Lin Chaotian can’t take you down, he’ll 

definitely detain you! You can forget about seeing the light of day again in this lifetime!” Profound 

Secrets said with a solemn expression. 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “My mind is made up. You don’t need to persuade anymore. I want to take a look at 

just why this Dao Ancestor Life wants to make a move against me.” 

... ... 

Lord Saint Azure magnanimously accepted the appointment. This matter made everyone’s jaws drop. 



No one could have expected that Ye Yuan would really walk right into the trap. 

Even more people were watching the show. But the upper echelons who truly knew the inside story all 

knew that this was a certain-death situation! 

No matter the result, Dao Ancestor Life absolutely would not let Ye Yuan leave alive! 

They all thought that it was impossible for Ye Yuan to come. 

After all, compared to his life, what did fame count for? 

Although the name of Saint Azure was resounding, he was after all not a true expert. 

Dao Ancestor Life, that was a supreme existence who could have a showdown with Tian Qing! 

“Is it real or fake? Everyone says that Lord Saint Azure is wise without equal. But he actually have 

moments when he’s dumb too!” 

“Heh heh, in my view, this Lord Saint Azure is merely a pedantic person who values his own reputation 

too much.” 

“Mn, from being admired by trillions of life, to falling to the mortal world, this sort of thing isn’t what 

everyone can bear.” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2435: So What if I Hit You? 

Origin Enlighten Mountain Range was the closest mountain range to Heavenspan Mountain. 

The spiritual energy was abundant, being virtually no less than the Heavenspan Mountain. 

This place was the bodhidharma of Dao Ancestor Life and also the forbidden place of all powerhouses. 

At this time, two figures cut through the sky, arriving at the edge of Origin Enlighten Mountain Range. 

“Halt! Who goes there?!” More than a dozen figures suddenly appeared, blocking the two people’s path. 

Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets’ brows furrowed slightly and he said in a solemn voice, “Lin Lang, 

you don’t even recognize this emperor? To actually dare stop me!” 

This Lin Lang was a genius figure among the Lin Family’s descendants, a Deva Third Blight mighty expert. 

Lin Lang cupped his fists and said smilingly, “So, it’s Lord Profound Secrets. Of course, you can enter 

Origin Enlighten Mountain Range. But ... he can’t!” 

As he said, Lin Lang pointed at Ye Yuan. 

Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets snorted coldly and said, “Lin Chaotian wants to see Saint Azure, 

now that I brought him here, you want to block him outside the door?” 

The moment Lin Lang heard, he looked towards Ye Yuan in surprise and said, “You’re that Ye Yuan who 

let a formidable enemy go for a woman? Heh, he’s also worthy to be called Saint Azure? In my opinion, 

calling him a traitor is more like it!” 
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Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets’ gaze turned dark. How could he not know that Lin Lang was doing 

it on purpose? 

A measly little Lin Lang definitely did not dare to be so unbridled. 

Behind him was definitely Lin Chaotian instigating it. 

What did Lin Chaotian want to do? 

At this time, Origin Enlighten Mountain Range already became the meeting place of the entire 

Heavenspan World’s wind and clouds. There must be countless people paying attention to this scene. 

Lin Lang’s words were incisive! 

Ye Yuan ignored Lin Lang, but turned to Profound Secrets and asked, “Who is he?” 

Profound Secrets said in a deep voice, “Lin Lang, Lin Chaotian’s fourth-generation grandson!” 

“Oh.” 

Ye Yuan nodded his head lightly, indicating that he got it. 

Suddenly, Ye Yuan flung a slap over indifferently. 

This slap was too ordinary, ordinary until it was like an ordinary person. 

But there were still several Deva Second and Third Blight experts protecting him by his side. 

The moment Ye Yuan made his move, they immediately rushed up. 

“Impudent! This place is Origin Enlighten Mountain Range, you actually dare to attack Young Master Lin 

Lang!” 

A group of people swarmed up, rushing toward Ye Yuan. 

While Lin Lang had a mocking expression on his face. How could such an ordinary slap land on his body? 

Pah! 

A clear slapping sound suddenly spread out. It was clearly audible in the entire mountain range. 

Lin Lang was completely unprepared, his entire person directly being slapped flying, spinning dozens of 

rounds in the air before stabilizing his figure. 

His face was burning hot and already had an additional five fingerprints. 

The faces of those dozen over powerhouses changed wildly. They had clearly already stopped Ye Yuan. 

So how did Ye Yuan go over? 

These dozen over people were all Deva Realm mighty experts. They actually did not even see clearly 

how Ye Yuan made his move. 

Even Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets also had a shocked look. 

After Ye Yuan broke through, it was still his first time seeing Ye Yuan make a move. 



This kind of strength could simply one-shot Deva Third Blight powerhouses! 

The scariest thing was that even he did not see clearly how Ye Yuan made his move. 

Ye Yuan’s application of spacetime law already reached a level that made one’s hair stand on end! 

One had to know, one blight tribulation one firmament. The gap between Deva Realm was incomparably 

huge! 

Ye Yuan just broke through to Deva Realm, his strength actually already reached such a terrifying level. 

When he reached the pinnacle of Deva Realm, how incredible would that be? 

At this time, he finally somewhat understood why Lin Chaotian would dread him so. 

Maybe after Ye Yuan grew up, Tian Qing was also merely thus, right? 

They were really unable to imagine an existence that even Grand Ancestor Spacetime was helpless 

against, Ye Yuan could kill him at will. 

“You! You dare to hit me?” Lin Lan looked at Ye Yuan, having a look of disbelief on his face. 

His status was even higher than Pang Zhen, this so-called unpredictable child! 

Because he was the descendant of Dao Ancestor Life! 

Dao Ancestor Life was the sovereign called the number one Dao Ancestor! 

Now, Ye Yuan actually sent him flying with one slap in front of Origin Enlighten Mountain Range’s gates. 

This was simply unprecedented shame and humiliation! 

What bullshit saint azure! He, Lin Lang, did not care. 

There was only Dao Ancestor Life in his eyes! 

“So what if I hit you?” Ye Yuan stood with his hands behind his back as he said coolly. 

Lin Lang had a spiteful look as he said furiously, “You, a shameless person who betrayed the human 

race, what qualifications do you have to hit me?” 

Pah! 

His voice had yet to fade when Ye Yuan sent him flying with a slap again. 

This time, Lin Lang’s face was swollen on both sides. 

Ten fingerprints were clearly visible. 

“Say another word and I’ll kill you!” Ye Yuan was very calm. It was as if talking about something very 

ordinary. 

Sure enough, Lin Lang did not dare to speak anymore. 

Among the more than a dozen Deva powerhouses, each of them was dumbfounded with shock. 



They were here to protect Lin Lang, but now, they completely became decorations! 

Only when he saw Lin Lang shut up, did Ye Yuan slowly said, “This saint’s merits and demerits isn’t you, a 

junior’s turn, to come and comment! Even if Lin Chaotian is here, he’ll also have to be careful when 

speaking to this saint! Who gave you the courage to talk nonsense here? Get lost!” 

Lin Lang’s expression changed wildly. Being yelled at to get lost in front of his own home’s door, his face 

was really utterly lost. 

It was just that he did not expect that this Saint Azure was actually strong to this extent. 

Profound Secrets was greatly relieved of his anger and said with a sneer, “Lin Lang, if you don’t know 

how high Saint Azure’s seniority is, best scram back and ask Lin Chaotian! This Heavenspan World’s 

myriad races’ leaders are also several hierarchies lower when they see Lord Saint Azure! Who the hell 

are you, to dare point your fingers and comment on him?” 

... ... 

At this time, in Origin Enlighten Hall, Lin Chaotian sighed slightly and said, “Lin Huan, you go!” 

“Yes!” Behind him, a middle-aged man who was serving by his side stepped out of the ranks, and 

answered respectfully, and went out of the hall. 

Only after Lin Huan left did Lin Chaotian say, “Looks like this ancestor still underestimated Saint Azure! 

This ancestor thought that he just broke through. So his strength is at most able to suppress Deva 

Second Blights, and he is absolutely not a match for this many Deva Third Blights. But who knew that his 

strength is actually already able to one-shot Deva Third Blights! Really too terrifying! Did you all see it?” 

Ancestor Fire also had a shocked face as he said, “Deserving of being the eternal Saint Azure, this kind of 

monstrous strength is really too terrifying!” 

Ancestor Water’s gaze was piercing as he said, “Brother Chaotian, do you really think that there’s 

something that can break the shackles on him?” 

Lin Chaotian smiled and said, “Absolutely won’t be wrong! Back then, the Heavenspan Mountain had 

abnormal activities, spiritual energy resuscitating, with the broken world completely restoring back to 

how it was. All this coincided greatly with Ye Yuan’s appearance! Later on, this ancestor sent someone 

to investigate this. After several thousand years, I finally found a clue! Roughly over three thousand 

years ago, a heavenly shocking scene appeared above the sky of a small Jewelhill City of the Southern 

Border. The phantom of the Heavenspan Mountain actually descended upon a puny little county! This 

sort of thing is simply fantastical!” 

“And this matter just happened to be exactly the same time when calculated according to the time of 

the Heavenspan Mountain’s spiritual energy resuscitating! This shows that back then in Jewelhill City, 

there must have been an earth-shattering huge incident that happened! At first, what major incident 

can there be in a puny little country? Originally, this ancestor had no clues either! But as luck would 

have it, the place that Ye Yuan first appeared was precisely in Jewelhill City!” 

 



Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2436: Receive a Sword From Me! 

 “Heavenspan Mountain phantom! When we corroborated our Dao, such a terrifying scene had never 

appeared before too!” Ancestor Water said in shock. 

“What in the world did he do, to actually resonate with the Heavenspan World?! Triggering heaven and 

earth Great Dao, making spiritual energy resuscitate, this kind of means is simply inconceivable!” 

Ancestor Wind also said in shock. 

These Dao Ancestors revealed greedy looks in their eyes one by one. 

To them, there was already nothing that could move them. 

Only improving a step further could move them! 

They had already attained the power of rules for ten billion years. No matter how hard they worked, 

they were unable to break the shackles too. 

Regarding this point, they were well aware in their hearts. 

But they saw hope in Ye Yuan! 

Dao Ancestor Life’s gaze was deep as he continued, “Originally, I didn’t put my attention on Ye Yuan 

either. But ever since he returned with the name of Saint Azure, I have a feeling of suddenly seeing the 

light. His talent is too monstrous! Monstrous to the degree that it makes even us, these Dao Ancestors, 

daunted at the sight of him! Who can imagine that he created an eternal noble exploit with his power 

alone, grooming 18 grand ancestors?! Who could have thought that he mopped up and quelled more 

than ten Sentry Celestial Palaces with his power alone?! Who could have thought that he could kill Deva 

Realm powerhouses effortlessly with the realm of Heavenly Emperor! Just based on the power of laws 

that he comprehended? Impossible!” 

“Back then, I was in the same period as the 18 grand ancestors. When they were at Ye Yuan this realm, 

even by relying on the power of rules, it’s also impossible to have such horrifying combat power! Then 

just what is it that he relies on? Only when I placed my attention on Saint Azure and studied his growth 

along the way did it make me extremely shocked! his growth trajectory is too terrifying!” 

“Hiss ...” 

Hearing Dao Ancestor Life talking tirelessly, the group of Dao Ancestors could not help drawing cold 

breaths. 

Ye Yuan’s growth experiences were simply a monstrous legend! 

A bumpkin who ascended from a small world, rising all the way from Jewelhill City, blooming lotuses at 

every step, and climbing to the summit! 

At present, he was also merely a step away from the true summit of the world! 

And he merely used 3000 over years to achieve this. 

This was a legend! 
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Even if they were Dao Ancestors above all life, they also paled in comparison in front of Ye Yuan’s 

legendary rise. 

What was even more terrifying was that their legends were actually created by Ye Yuan! 

After pausing for a bit, Lin Chaotian continued, saying, “Therefore, as long as we obtain the secret on 

him, what does a mere Tian Qing count for?” 

The few Dao Ancestors felt as if their blood was boiling over. 

... ... 

When Lin Huan appeared in front of everyone, it immediately caused an uproar. 

“Lord Lin Huan came! He’s a Deva Fifth Blight powerhouse! See if that kid still dares to be arrogant!” 

“Humph! Our Origin Enlighten Bodhidharma is a Dao Ancestor’s bodhidharma, the foundation 

incomparably thick. How could it be a brat who just entered Deva Realm’s turn to be arrogant?” 

“So what if Saint Azure? In front of Dao Ancestor Life, he still has to lower his head!” 

... ... 

Lin Huan’s appearance made Lin Lang and the others immediately feel much more confident. 

As a Deva Fifth Blight supreme powerhouse, Lin Huan’s status was not what Lin Lang and the others 

could compare to. 

If Lin Lang was a rising star of the Lin Family, then Lin Huan was a pillar of the Lin Family! 

Even if it was the bodhidharma that Lin Chaotian established, Deva Fifth Blights were absolutely not 

cabbages too. 

Deva Fifth Blight, those were existences who could suppress the destiny of a region! 

Lin Huan clasped his hands slightly at Ye Yuan and said, “Lin Lang was insensible and affronted Saint 

Azure. I hope that Saint Azure forgives his offenses.” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “No need. I’ve already taught him a lesson on Lin Chaotian’s behalf.” 

The muscles on Lin Huan’s face twitched slightly and he forced a smile as he said, “Logically speaking, 

with Saint Azure’s status, you can enter Origin Enlighten Mountain Range. It’s just that now, Your 

Excellency’s actions have tarnished the name of Saint Azure. You’re a sinner! Therefore, if you want to 

enter Origin Enlighten Mountain Range, Saint Azure must experience the Three Calamities and Nine 

Tribulations like ordinary people, before you have the qualifications to enter our Origin Enlighten 

Mountain Range.” 

As he said, Lin Huan pointed at a place in the mountain, and said, “That place is the entrance, Lord Saint 

Azure, please!” 

Lin Huan’s words were much warmer than Lin Lang’s, but the mocking in his words was not the slightest 

bit less. 



In the end, Origin Enlighten Bodhidharma was taking Ye Yuan down a notch! 

Actually, Ye Yuan’s matter currently did not have a final verdict. Even if he was guilty, it was also not Lin 

Huan’s turn to come and speak. 

It was just that this was a world where the strong reigned supreme in the end. Lin Huan said this with 

the honor of a Deva Fifth Blight, he reckoned that Ye Yuan did not have any temper too. 

Lin Lang being hit by Ye Yuan, it was just that his cultivation was lacking, that was all. 

Hence, that was why Lin Chaotian sent Lin Huan out. 

Suppressing Ye Yuan with the prestige of Deva Fifth Blight! 

At this time, everyone was waiting to see Ye Yuan make a fool of himself. 

Lin Lang and the rest were even more proud of themselves, mocking expressions on their faces. 

While many people observing secretly sighed slightly. 

So what if Saint Azure? 

Strength lacking, it was the outcome of being trampled on by people in the end! 

Unexpectedly, Ye Yuan did not look towards that place at all, he just said coolly, “Who the hell are you, 

to dare point fingers and order this saint? Is your Lin Family all so senseless?” 

Lin Huan did not get angry but smiled instead, and looked at Ye Yuan contemptuously and said, “Why? 

Saint Azure did it, so I can’t say it? Or is it that Lord Saint Azure also wants to discipline me?” 

Lin Huan’s words were said with backbone. 

He was certain that Ye Yuan could not do anything to him. 

Ye Yuan did not get angry either, and retorted with a question, “Lin Chaotian invited me here to 

confront face to face, to make a final decision whether my title of Saint Azure is to be retained or not. 

Do you have the right to speak?” 

Lin Huan’s expression turned stiff and he said in a solemn voice, “I don’t! But so what? Can you shut the 

mouths of everyone in the world?” 

Ye Yuan sneered and said, “Whether this Saint betrayed the human race has yet to be determined, what 

qualifications do you have to pass wind here? You dare to say so, it’s simply that you think that you’re 

Deva Fifth Blight, and this Saint can’t do anything to you! Okay, this Saint just entered Deva, if you can 

receive a sword from this Saint head-on and not get injured, so what if this Saint goes and challenges the 

Three Calamities and Nine Tribulations?” 

The moment these words came out, the entire mountain was shocked! 

He was actually going to challenge Deva Fifth Blight! 

“Hiss ... is he crazy? No matter how formidable Saint Azure is, it’s also impossible to hurt a Deva Fifth 

Blight!” 



“Is this Saint Azure’s pride? It’s just that this pride looks like foolishness!” 

“Heh, doesn’t Ye Yuan know that Dao Ancestor Life this lineage cultivates wood-attribute cultivation 

methods, their lifeforce power incomparably thick?! It’s simply impossible for him to want to hurt Lin 

Huan!” 

... ... 

Everyone expressed confusion and ridicule at Ye Yuan’s action of inviting humiliation. 

This sort of arrogance without the slightest backing was simply laughable. 

Everyone knew that Ye Yuan was very strong, it was just that no matter how strong, there was a limit 

too. 

Deva Fifth Blight, one blight one firmament. 

The gap between each realm could not be measured with distance. 

This sort of gap could not be made up for by relying on talent. 

Ye Yuan could instantly kill Lin Lang, being heaven-defying, but he absolutely could not hurt Lin Huan. 

Otherwise, this Heavenspan World’s sovereign would also be too laughable. 

Even Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets’s expression changed too and he said, “Lord Saint Azure, you 

can’t do it! You wait outside. I’ll go and find Lin Chaotian!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2437: Majesty of Saint Azure! 

 “You’re asking me to receive a sword from you? Hahaha, Lord Saint Azure’s arrogance really makes Lin 

Huan admire you! It’s just ... don’t talk about one sword, so what if ten swords?” 

After Lin Huan heard Ye Yuan’s words, he could not resist laughing out loud. 

This kind of ridiculous ant-like pride was really hilarious! 

Saint Azure was indeed admired by thousands, but so what? 

In the end, Ye Yuan was merely a young eagle who had yet to take flight. 

In front of a real powerhouse, this kind of pride appeared that laughable. 

Even if you created an eternal prosperous age, so what? 

Times were already different! 

But Ye Yuan said coolly, “No need. One sword is enough! If you lose, scram for this saint. A good dog 

won’t block the path.” 

Lin Huan’s gaze turned sullen and he said with a cold smile, “If I lose, I’ll naturally move aside!” 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and said, “Mn, well-behaved, a good dog!” 
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“Pffft ...” 

Many people could not resist spraying out. 

Lin Huan smiled coldly and said, “Don’t be so sure! Indulge in a contention of mouth and tongue again 

after you can hurt me!” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “Mn, then you receive it well. Don’t say that you didn’t prepare adequately when 

you lose.” 

As he said, Ye Yuan slowly took out the Limitless God Killing Bow. 

The might of a Dao artifact bloom once again! 

However, this time, the aura emitting off of the Limitless God Killing Bow was stronger than any other 

time before. 

That terrifying aura made everyone’s expressions change abruptly. 

At present, Ye Yuan was currently developing a myriad of lives in his small world and already stepped 

into the realm of Creation, his strength being much stronger than Deva First Blight. 

Reaching this realm, Ye Yuan’s understanding of Heavenly Dao already reached an exceedingly terrifying 

level. 

His cultivation realm, and strength, was already completely capable of unleashing the might of a Dao 

artifact. 

A soft jade light emitted off the Limitless God Killing Bow. 

That power seemed to be the might of heaven descending upon the world. 

In the Origin Enlighten Hall, the imposing auras of the group of Dao Ancestors also curdled. 

“That’s the Arrow God’s Limitless God Killing Bow! Didn’t expect that this thing actually landed in Ye 

Yuan’s hands!” Ancestor Water said in surprise. 

“Arrow God’s arrow pierced the clouds back then, severely wounding Daymeld, before sealing him up. 

Looking at Ye Yuan’s imposing momentum, he’s already capable of completely unleashing the power of 

this Limitless God Killing Bow! Have you all noticed it? Although Ye Yuan’s cultivation realm seems like 

he just entered the Deva Realm, the thickness of his divine essence is already no less than a Deva 

Second Blight! I don’t know what cultivation method there is in this world that can be formidable to 

such a degree!” Lin Chaotian said calmly. 

The few Dao Ancestors looked over in earnest and discovered that it was indeed as Lin Chaotian said. Ye 

Yuan’s divine essence was incomparably solid and vigorous. 

Even Lin Huan, this level of power, was also eclipsed in front of Ye Yuan. 

Although his aura was strong, the divine essence undulation was like a pile of loose sand in front of Ye 

Yuan! 

A pile of sand and a wall! 



This was the difference between the two person’s divine essence! 

With such divine essence strength coupled with terrifying laws of time and space, it was really like 

mauling vegetables for Ye Yuan to deal with the Deva Third Blight Lin Lang. 

“Sword, come!” 

Ye Yuan called lightly, there was an undulation in space, and a light sword condensed in Ye Yuan’s hand. 

The cold air was oppressive! 

Breaking through to the realm of Creation, the power of the Sword of Spacetime was no longer 

comparable to when he was in World Realm. 

A Dao artifact at full firepower, coupled with the Sword of Spacetime with its power multiplied, this was 

Ye Yuan’s powerful reliance! 

Everyone was taken in by Ye Yuan’s astonishing imposing momentum. 

No one could have thought that the Ye Yuan who just entered Deva Realm, could be so powerful. 

The smile on Lin Huan’s face vanished bit by bit. 

What replaced it was a hint of seriousness. 

Indeed, this sword of Ye Yuan’s was not enough to kill him. 

But a moment of carelessness, harming him could still be accomplished! 

At this time, Lin Huan could not help regretting it a little. He felt that he was too careless. 

It was just that how could he have thought that a mere junior who just entered Deva Realm could 

actually unleash such powerful undulations? 

Ye Yuan arced the bow, notched the sword, and said coolly, “You seem to be a little scared? Give 

yourself two slaps, admit your fault, this saint can take it as nothing happened.” 

Lin Huan’s expression changed slightly and he said in a solemn voice, “What a joke! Would I be scared of 

you? Bring it on!” 

Done talking, the divine essence on Lin Huan’s body surged crazily. 

Wood-attribute law erupted crazily on his body. 

A powerful lifeforce power, as well as world domain, surrounded Lin Huan tightly. 

He gave a loud roar, “Bring it!” 

Everyone stared at this scene wide-eyed and tongue-tied. No one could have thought that Ye Yuan 

actually forced out Lin Huan’s full strength! 

A Deva Fifth Blight defending at full power, what kind of terrifying defensive power was that? 

At this time, they felt as if a huge mountain was lying in front of Lin Huan. 



Wanting to break this enormous mountain and injure Lin Huan’s body itself, that was simply a joke. 

Ye Yuan gave a light laugh and said, “Looks like you’re ready. Then, I’m coming!” 

Finished saying, Ye Yuan’s feet strode across the air, the bowstring was gradually pulled to a bend. 

Ye Yuan’s imposing momentum became stronger and stronger! 

Drawing a bow was gaining momentum to begin with. 

When the bowstring was pulled fully, it would be when the arrow’s momentum was accumulated fully. 

However, before this, Ye Yuan had never drawn the Limitless God Killing Bow fully before. 

An astonishing aura rose up! 

Even if Lin Huan had already made sufficient preparations, he also felt tremendous oppression at this 

time. 

Ye Yuan’s imposing momentum was still rising. 

Finally, the bowstring and bow body formed a perfect arc. 

A full bow! 

It was Ye Yuan’s first time drawing the Limitless God Killing Bow fully! 

Whoosh! 

Ye Yuan’s fingertip released lightly; the Sword of Spacetime directly disappeared. 

Space was like a piece of paper, directly having a gap cut open. 

This sword was too sharp! 

Boom! 

The void trembled. In virtually an instant, the Sword of Spacetime matched up against Lin Huan’s 

defense. 

Lin Huan trembled all over, his figure involuntarily going backward. 

One step, two steps, three steps ... a hundred steps! 

The Sword of Spacetime plunged directly into Lin Huan’s world domain, suppressing his domain and 

wood-attribute law to the extreme. 

“Power of Wood Spirit, birth!” 

Lin Huan let out a loud roar. Rows of giant trees were born out of thin air, directly breaking out of the 

ground, rising up, and blocking in front of him. 

It was just that in front of spacetime, these giant trees seemed like paper paste. 

The giant trees kept growing non-stop, constantly neutralizing the impact of the Sword of Spacetime. 



Lin Huan’s footsteps were still falling back! 

Finally, when he fell back to a thousand steps, the Sword of Spacetime dissipated with a loud bang. 

It was already a mess in front of the entire mountain pass gates. 

The people who were watching the battle in secret were long already dumbstruck with amazement. 

No one could have thought that Ye Yuan could actually force the Deva Fifth Blight Lin Huan to such an 

extent! 

Although it was only a brief instant just now, Lin Huan already achieved the ultimate defense. 

Ye Yuan could actually rely on the power of one word and force a Deva Fifth Blight powerhouse to 

retreat a thousand steps. 

This level of strength was simply terrifying! 

“Is ... Is this the strength of Saint Azure? T-Too terrifying!” 

“That’s the legendary Sword of Spacetime! Being swordless beats having a sword! Truly a stunning 

sword!” 

“Saint Azure just entered Deva Realm and already has such combat power. If his wings are fully plumed 

up, why fear the divine race?” 

... ... 

In the dark, came a series of exclamations. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2438: Nine Great Dao Ancestors! 

Everyone was in extreme shock. 

But Ye Yuan slowly retracted his bow, his aura being slightly in disorder. 

The power of this sword was already his strongest strike! 

Even with the thickness of his divine essence, he also felt slightly overwhelmed. 

“Hahaha, Ye Yuan, you lost! A guy who overestimates his own abilities! How can this degree of attack 

possibly harm Third Grandpa!” Seeing that Lin Huan was safe and sound, Lin Lang said with a big laugh. 

Although the scene just now was extremely shocking, Ye Yuan could not do anything to Lin Huan in the 

end. 

There were already many people sighing endlessly in secret. 

This strike earlier was already sufficiently shocking. 

It was just a pity that it was lacking a little power. 

If Ye Yuan’s opponent was not Lin Huan but replaced with other Deva Fifth Blights, the other party 

would probably have already been injured. 
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Ye Yuan looked at Lin Lang like looking at a fool and said calmly, “Is that so? You try having him say a 

word.” 

Lin Lang smiled coldly and said, “Forget about a word, so what if ten sentences or a hundred sentences? 

How can the majesty of a Deva Fifth Blight be what you can provoke?” 

Many people secretly shook their heads, somewhat pitying Ye Yuan. 

“Sigh, he should have gone to provoke a Deva Fifth Blight, isn’t this seeking humiliation?” 

“Lost then lost, why bother holding on strong?” 

“Didn’t expect that Saint Azure is actually someone who keeps up appearances to cover up his 

predicament.” 

... ... 

The name of saint azure illuminated through the ages. 

This reputation was indeed impressive. It also propped Ye Yuan very high. 

In their view, Ye Yuan had clearly lost but was hellbent on saving face at his own cost. 

But Ye Yuan could not be bothered with him and said to Lin Huan coolly, “Hey, try saying a word.” 

Lin Huan did not answer. 

But Lin Lang satirized to his face as he said, “Hey, is this Saint Azure? Clearly lost, but can’t bear a loss?” 

Secretly, many people looked toward Lin Huan, feeling that he was a little weird. 

He clearly won. So why was he refusing to speak? 

Ye Yuan curled his mouth and said disdainfully, “Still repressing it? Keep suppressing and you’ll repress 

internal injuries out. Even if it’s Origin Enlighten Bodhidharma, there aren’t many quasi-Dao pills either, 

right?” 

Lin Huan still did not answer. 

“Humph! What bullshit Saint Azure, simply a guy who can’t bear a loss!” Lin Lang said in a great rage. 

Ye Yuan’s gaze turned dark, grabbing Lin Lang’s neck like lightning as he said in a chilly voice, “You’re 

very cocky huh! Do you really think that this saint doesn’t dare to kill you?” 

A piercing cold killing intent was akin to materialized, making Lin Lang virtually unable to breathe. 

He knew that Ye Yuan really had killing intent aroused. 

When Lin Huan saw this scene, he finally could not resist moving. 

But the moment he moved, the injuries on his body could no longer be concealed, spurting a mouthful 

of blood out. 

Everyone stared wide-eyed and tongue-tied, looking at Lin Huan in surprise. 



Lin Huan was actually really injured! 

“This ... How is this possible? A Deva First Blight hurts a Deva Fifth Blight!” 

“Regarding the matter Lin Huan was being weird just now, it turns out that he was actually afraid of 

affecting his injuries even more!” 

“Looks like Lin Huan’s injuries aren’t light. Otherwise, with his strength, he wouldn’t have been 

overwhelmed by it.” 

... ... 

Lin Huan getting injured immediately caused a mighty uproar. 

A martial artist who just broke through to Deva Realm actually hurt a Deva Fifth Blight sovereign! 

This kind of thing was too fantastical. 

In Origin Enlighten Hall, the group of Dao Ancestors was shocked too. 

“This guy is also too strong, right? He just broke through and his attack power is actually already capable 

of hurting a Deva Fifth Blight!” Ancestor Lightning exclaimed. 

“Hiss ... if wait until he reaches Deva Fifth Blight, wouldn’t even we not be his match too?” Ancestor Fire 

sucked in a breath of cold air as he said. 

Lin Chaotian was startled and also delighted, and said with a slight smile, “The stronger he is, the more it 

proves that this ancestor’s judgment wasn’t wrong! He must have a secret that can break the shackles 

on him! I made Lin Huan go in order to test his depths.” 

With this, Ye Yuan’s strength was completely exposed in front of them. 

Nothing was more convincing than this. 

At this time, the eight great Dao Ancestors no longer had doubts, standing firmly on Dao Ancestor Life’s 

side. 

Among them, included Ancestor Lightning. 

No one could resist this kind of temptation. 

Ye Yuan casually threw, throwing Lin Lang to one side. Slowly arriving in front of Lin Huan, he said 

nonchalantly, “Good dog, don’t get in the way.” 

Lin Huan looked at Ye Yuan with a gloomy face, gnashing his teeth in hatred. 

But in the end, he still got out of the way unwillingly. 

Profound Secrets looked at this scene with a shocked expression on his face. He only came back to his 

senses after a long time, and hurriedly chased after. 

He suddenly somewhat understood why Lin Chaotian was targeting Ye Yuan. 

... ... 



Inside Origin Enlighten Hall, it was long already packed full. 

Ye Yuan stepped into the hall, the eyes of the group of powerhouses looked over towards him 

collectively. 

Among them, there were many who were even his former subordinates. 

Ye Yuan looked straight ahead, arriving in the center of the hall. 

There were nine seats above the hall, they were clearly prepared for the nine great Dao Ancestors. 

These nine people were supreme existences of the human race. 

Dao Ancestor Life, Dao Ancestor Watersource, Dao Ancestor Firespirit, Dao Ancestor Storm, Dao 

Ancestor Lightning, Dao Ancestor Earth, Dao Ancestor Light, Dao Ancestor Darkness, and Dao Ancestor 

Destruction! 

These nine great Dao Ancestors stood at the top of the Heavenspan World, overlooking the world! 

Suddenly, the void trembled. 

Nine figures were already seated on the seats at some point. 

Although they were already seated, they gave people an indistinct feeling. 

The rule undulations emanating from their bodies made them seem particularly fleeting and ephemeral. 

As if what they represented was Heavenly Dao! 

But Ye Yuan saw these nine people’s faces clearly. 

As far as comprehension towards Dao was concerned, he was even more advanced than the few seated. 

How could these few people pretend to be unfathomable in front of him? 

Ye Yuan looked at that old man wearing a gray crown in the middle, seeming like they had met before. 

Lin Chaotian also looked at him and said with a light smile, “Lord Saint Azure, parting for ten billion 

years, I didn’t expect that when you and I meet again, it actually is the situation of reversing the chaos of 

spacetime.” 

At that time, they were still just out-and-out juniors in front of Ye Yuan. 

Even Shang Hang that kind of major power was also unbelievably weak in front of Ye Yuan. 

A slight commotion came from within the great hall. 

With regards to the talk about Ye Yuan creating an eternally prosperous age previously, it was all just a 

legend. 

But Dao Ancestor Life was the only remaining great achievement from the last epoch. 

He personally acknowledged Ye Yuan’s title of Saint Azure, clearly indicating the truth of this matter. 

This young man before their eyes was really a legend! 



Ye Yuan looked at Lin Chaotian and said with a frown, “So, it’s you! That time, I already felt that the 

wood-attribute power of law in your body was extremely exuberant. I didn’t expect that later on, you 

actually became a Dao Ancestor!” 

Lin Chaotian was precisely one of the members who went to Inquire Heavenly Palace back then together 

with Shang Hang to find trouble with Ye Yuan. 

At that time, Ye Yuan’s attention was mostly on Shang Hang and did not have too deep of an impression 

of Lin Chaotian. 

But Lin Chaotian was one of the geniuses that Ye Yuan did not have much contact with. 

At that time, he was the Saint Azure far removed from the masses and reality. Lin Chaotian was merely a 

puny little genius disciple. 

Circumstances change with the passing of time, that puny little disciple was already standing at the top 

of the Heavenspan World, becoming the number one Dao Ancestor. 

But Ye Yuan was still just a junior who just entered Creation Realm. 

Got to admit, the god of destiny makes a fool out of people. 

Lin Chaotian smiled and said, “What Lin Chaotian has today, it is thanks to the credit of Saint Azure’s 

inheritance grand array. This Lin is endlessly grateful. It’s just that times have changed. With me inviting 

Saint Azure here today, please give the world an explanation as to why you let Daymeld go.” 

The atmosphere in the great hall instantly dropped to freezing point. 

While talking and laughing, swords and bows were already drawn! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2439: Justice Lies in the Hearts of People! 

“Ye Yuan, do you know back then, how many of our powerhouses died tragically at Daymeld’s hands? 

You let him go, how many powerhouses will die at his hands? If you don’t give the world an explanation 

today, you can forget about walking out of Origin Enlighten Hall!” Dao Ancestor Destruction said in a 

deep voice. 

The interrogation of two great Dao Ancestors, how frightening was it? 

Especially Dao Ancestor Destruction, the destruction rule that he unwittingly radiated seemed to make 

even space tremble. 

The powerhouses present, even if they reached Deva Fifth Blight, felt tremendous pressure too. 

Everyone’s gazes were focused on Ye Yuan, wanting to see how he defends himself. 

After all, this matter could not be justified no matter what. 

When Ye Yuan heard that, he laughed in spite of himself and said, “Explanation? Explain what? I, Ye 

Yuan, follow my conscience when I do things. Why do I need to explain to you?” 

The numerous powerhouses opened their mouths wide, looking at Ye Yuan with shocked faces. 
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This guy actually dared to speak to Dao Ancestors like this! 

Also, Ye Yuan already came to Origin Enlighten Mountain Range. He was actually not defending himself? 

Then what did he come here for? 

They discovered that they could not see through Ye Yuan at all and totally did not know what he wanted 

to do. 

Even the Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets who came with Ye Yuan was also standing there in a daze 

currently, at a loss on what to do. 

Lin Chaotian was clearly taken aback too and said in a firm voice, “So, you’re admitting that you 

betrayed the human race?” 

Since Ye Yuan did not provide an explanation, then it could not be better. 

This sentence of his was equivalent to confirming Ye Yuan’s name of betrayal. 

This way, it would be much easier to do things. 

But Ye Yuan laughed boldly and said, “Hahaha ... Whether this Ye betrayed the human race or not, you 

shouldn’t be asking me this! You go and ask those warriors who fought side by side with me! You go and 

ask those heroic spirits who died on the battlefield! Or you can go and ask those major powerhouses 

who passed away in the same era as you!” 

When he said these words, Ye Yuan had an awe-inspiring aura, emanating an impressive righteous aura 

on his body. 

The name of Saint Azure was clear at a glance! 

Although he did not have the power of a Dao Ancestor, the name of Saint Azure was cultivated by his 

righteous aura. How could it be blasphemed? 

At this moment, Ye Yuan’s aura was actually not the slightest bit inferior to the nine great Dao 

Ancestors! 

He contended with the power of the nine great Dao Ancestors with his power alone! 

These were two vastly different kinds of auras. 

The aura of a Dao Ancestor was the aura of a sovereign, it was spontaneously brought forth by their 

powerful strength. 

But Ye Yuan’s aura was an awe-inspiring righteous aura, condensed and formed after transmigrating ten 

billion years! 

Although he did not experience the time of ten billion years, this ten billion years of spacetime existed 

because of him! 

Ye Yuan was simply disdainful to justify for himself, justice was in the hearts of people! 

It was not that he did not want to kill Daymeld, but that he could not hold Daymeld. 



Li-er’s present strength was not the slightest bit inferior to his. 

If he had assurance in killing Daymeld, he absolutely would not show mercy. 

It was just that, he could not be bothered to explain these at all. 

The expressions of someone as powerful as Lin Chaotian also changed slightly at this time. 

He did not expect that Ye Yuan’s body could actually release such a powerful force. 

Indeed well-deserving of being Saint Azure who founded an eternally flourishing age, he was not that 

easy to deal with! 

In the crowd, Ni Xuan’s expression flickered indeterminately. Suddenly, he took a deep breath and 

stepped forward to clasp his hands and said, “Lord Dao Ancestors, Ni Xuan has always been fighting 

alongside Lord Saint Azure. Ni Xuan has seen every little bit about him! Ni Xuan is willing to guarantee 

with my Dao foundation that Lord Saint Azure absolutely won’t betray the human race!” 

His voice had yet to fade when Shi Potian also suddenly came forward and said, “Lord Saint Azure 

devoted himself to public interests. Shi Potian is also willing to guarantee with my Dao foundation and 

he absolutely won’t betray the human race!” 

“I vouch for it!” 

“I guarantee it too!” 

... ... 

These Deva Fifth Blight powerhouses who had fought alongside Ye Yuan suddenly erupted, coming 

forward to vouch for Ye Yuan one after another. 

Along the way, Ye Yuan’s action and conduct, they took it all in their sights. 

To say that Ye Yuan betrayed the human race, they had a hundred disbeliefs. 

On the battlefield, Ye Yuan was always charging at the forefront. 

The number of enemies killed, he was always the most too. 

It was also precisely him who forged an army of young masters into an invincible iron army. 

If not for Ye Yuan gathering the myriad races coalition forces together, there also would not have been a 

great victory later on, and then the retaking of the whole Heavenspan World! 

How could such a person possibly betray the human race? 

Daymeld’s incident, they did not understand. 

But to say that Ye Yuan betrayed the human race, they did not believe it! 

Being infected by Ye Yuan’s awe-inspiring righteous aura, they involuntarily stepped forward. 

Actually, before this, many among them already adopted a wait-and-see attitude. 



But Ye Yuan’s awe-inspiring righteous aura seemed to be able to invade the hearts of people, making 

them involuntarily follow. 

Seeing this scene, the faces of the few great Dao Ancestors became very ugly. 

The scene was already completely out of control! 

They never thought that such a scene would actually occur. 

But right at this time, one thunderous shout after another suddenly came in from outside, clearly 

audible in the entire Origin Enlighten Mountain Range! 

“We beseech Dao Ancestors to rectify Lord Saint Azure’s name!” 

“We beseech Dao Ancestors to rectify Lord Saint Azure’s name!” 

“We beseech Dao Ancestors to rectify Lord Saint Azure’s name!” 

... ... 

The voices were like tidal waves. 

The voices of many Deva Realms and Heavenly Emperor Realm powerhouses superimposed, that voice 

was practically about to collapse the entire Origin Enlighten Mountain Range. 

Outside the mountain pass gates, Wan Zhen and Pang Zhen led the entire unpredictable legion’s 

warriors, several million of the human army’s warriors, as well as numerous powerhouses who 

remembered Ye Yuan’s achievements and gathered here one after another. 

The numbers already reached as many as tens of millions! 

Outside Origin Enlighten Mountain Range, many powerhouses blotted out the sun and sky, practically 

covering the entire sky. 

This number was nothing to the human race. 

But in today’s world, to be able to make so many people gather here to rectify one person’s name, 

probably even Dao Ancestors could not do it! 

Before this, Ye Yuan strictly ordered them not to come over. 

But this time, they violated Ye Yuan’s order. 

“What are you all messing around for? Get out of here!” Lin Lang said with an angry roar. 

It was just that facing millions of powerhouses, Lin Lang’s voice was directly suppressed. Nobody paid 

attention to him at all. 

“Pang Zhen, you’re the descendant of a Dao Ancestor. How dare you be so unbridled?” Lin Lang came in 

front of Pang Zhen and said with a furious roar. 

Pang Zhen directly ignored him and shouted loudly. 

In the hall, the faces of many powerhouses changed abruptly. 



No one could have thought that things actually turned out like this. 

Originally, this was a trial against Ye Yuan. 

But now, it became Ye Yuan’s solo performance. 

Why did Lin Chaotian dread Ye Yuan? 

It was because of his rallying power! 

But he still underestimated Ye Yuan! 

He did not expect that in this present era, Ye Yuan actually still had such formidable rallying power! 

Yes, he naturally did not expect it. 

How could he, this Dao Ancestor who was far removed from the masses and reality, be sympathetic to 

the suffering of the world? 

When the world was going through chaos caused by war, they were apprehensive of the divine race’s 

strength and did not dare to make a move. 

But Ye Yuan stepped forward! 

He overpowered the raging tides and reversed a hopeless situation with his power alone, leading the 

myriad races to defeat the divine race! 

This feat, who could compare to it? 

Lin Chaotian was considering how to corroborate his Dao and achieve supremacy, breaking the shackles. 

But Ye Yuan was doing things for the world in a down-to-earth manner. 

Why did he need to provide an explanation to the world? 

There was the phrase “Justice lies in the hearts of people!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2440: Laid Completely Bare! 

 “Hahaha ... Lin Chaotian, justice lies in the hearts of people. Do you hear it? Open your eyes wide and 

see. Who will believe that someone who sent the divine race back to the abyss will betray the human 

race! Will someone who betrays the human race have such a powerful aura of righteousness?” Heavenly 

Emperor Profound Secrets said with a loud laugh. 

He also did not think that with Ye Yuan coming to confront face to face would actually have such a thing 

happen. 

Ever since he went to find Ye Yuan, Ye Yuan had been together with him all along. 

In fact, Ye Yuan even instructed Pang Zhen and the rest, forbidding them from coming to get involved in 

this matter. 

He knew that Ye Yuan was afraid of implicating them. 
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These people all came spontaneously! 

The feelings of the people were clear at a glance! 

Lin Chaotian’s gaze turned cold and he said in a solemn voice, “Indeed deserving of being Saint Azure. 

What a terrific trick that beguiles the hearts of people! Finding so many people to come to Origin 

Enlighten Mountain Range, is it to force an abdication?” 

Ye Yuan smiled faintly and said, “Force an abdication? Huhu, you’re also thinking too highly of yourself. 

Already a Dao Ancestor, can’t you be a little more broad-minded?” 

Lin Chaotian’s face turned black, these words were simply lecturing him as a junior! 

Yet, he could not find words to refute. 

Lin Chaotian gave a cold snort and said, “Ye Yuan, stop putting on your airs of Saint Azure! Fine. Put 

aside the matter of Daymeld first. Are you going to explain the matter of your beloved woman becoming 

the divine race’s divine daughter? You said that you won’t betray the human race. Then when you meet 

her on the battlefield one day, what will you do? This time, you let her leave!” 

This matter was the most crucial! 

Lin Chaotian daring to convict Ye Yuan, this was also the most important point. 

The feelings between Ye Yuan and Yue Mengli, as well as Ye Yuan’s character, he had looked into it 

deeply before. 

Ye Yuan valued relationships immensely and could completely put his life on the line for the people 

around him. 

Now that Yue Mengli became a Divine Daughter, Ye Yuan absolutely would not sit by idly and remain 

indifferent, let alone meet on the battleground! 

And this was precisely where Ye Yuan’s weakness lay! 

Sure enough, mentioning this point, the muscles on Ye Yuan’s face involuntarily twitched. 

This matter already became a sore spot of his. 

Lin Chaotian mentioning it in public was tantamount to scattering salt on his wound. 

Ye Yuan’s eyes were icy-cold and he said in a deep voice, “Lin Chaotian, who the hell do you think you 

are, to make me explain to you? What I, Ye Yuan, want to do, isn’t your turn to point fingers and order 

me about!” 

When Lin Chaotian saw that Ye Yuan got angry, he smiled instead and said, “Oh? Angry? Looks like Saint 

Azure values this woman very highly! Since that’s the case, then who can guarantee that you won’t 

betray the human race because of this woman in the future? This matter, Saint Azure got to give us an 

explanation! Or you can kill this woman with your own hands and prove your loyalty to your clansmen! 

Don’t you all agree?” 

As he said, his gaze swept towards everyone. 



Everyone drew a breath of cold air! 

This move was a little too vicious. 

Forcing Ye Yuan to personally kill his most beloved woman, this was too cruel! 

It was just that at this time, no one could point out any problems. 

After all, the human race and divine race were mortal enemies. 

Either you die or I perish. 

There was no room for salvation between the two parties at all. 

Ye Yuan getting angry was precisely what Lin Chaotian hoped to see. 

When he discovered that his opponent was Saint Azure, even the Lin Chaotian who was revered as a 

Dao Ancestor, had no choice but to be careful too. 

Who was Saint Azure? 

That was a peerless major power who single handedly groomed him from a mediocre person with no 

accomplishments to his name into the Heavenspan World’s number one person! 

Others did not know Saint Azure’s might, but he came over from that era, how could he not know? 

Although Ye Yuan’s cultivation realm was not high yet, his potential was too terrifying! 

Without Saint Azure, there would not be the present human race’s prosperity, let alone him, this Dao 

Ancestor Life. 

Hence, he deliberately used Yue Mengli’s matter to provoke Ye Yuan. 

Very clearly, he achieved his goal! 

“Lord Saint Azure, you give an explanation!” 

“Yeah, we completely don’t believe that you’ll betray the human race! But, you’ve got to explain 

things!” 

... ... 

The group of powerhouses were all very anxious, they discovered that Ye Yuan was too proud! 

Proud until he was completely disdainful to defend himself. 

Even if it already concerned his name of Saint Azure now! 

But Ye Yuan sneered and said, “Lin Chaotian, you’re also thinking too highly of yourself! Do you think 

that I came today to explain to you? Or is it that you feel that I’ll care about the name of Saint Azure? 

Heh heh, in the end, you’re also just a frog at the bottom of the well!” 

Ye Yuan’s words expressed volumes. 

Lin Chaotian’s heart seemed to be pricked by something. 



While everyone in the hall was extremely shocked. 

Ye Yuan actually used ‘frog at the bottom of the well,’ this kind of term, to describe the Heavenspan 

World’s number one person, Dao Ancestor Life! 

These words sounded somewhat ridiculous. 

But right now, nobody could laugh. 

Ye Yuan said, “My right and wrongs, future generations will naturally comment on it. How can it be 

summed up in a few words by you? It’s just that, whether is it being crowned with eternal glory or 

leaving behind a bad name forever, what has it got to do with me? I, Ye Yuan, follow my heart when I do 

things. Who the hell are you, to make me specifically come and provide an explanation to you?” 

“The reason why I came is just that I wanted to see what’s there on my body that’s worth you coveting! 

Previously outside the mountain pass gates, I could already confirm it! Heh, speaking of which, apart 

from breaking the shackles, what else in this world can still move you, this number one Dao Ancestor? 

You concealed your selfish motives under the righteousness of the human race, being truly shameless to 

the extreme!” 

“If you disregard your identity and personally made a move against me, I can still regard you a little 

higher. It’s just a pity that although you’re honored as a Dao Ancestor, you’re an out-and-out despicable 

villain! Do you think that by becoming a Dao Ancestor, you can transcend your race and laugh proudly at 

the world? You don’t know that you’re merely just an ant-like existence in the eyes of Heavenly Dao 

too!” 

Finished saying these words, the entire audience was deathly silent. 

Everyone opened their mouths wide, looking at Ye Yuan in great shock. 

‘Breaking the shackles’, these three words, seemed to have magic powers, capturing everyone’s heart. 

“What ... What did he say just now? Breaking the shackles! Could it be that Lord Saint Azure is actually 

able to break the shackles of Dao Ancestor?” 

“A secret that can make Dao Ancestors improve further? No wonder Dao Ancestor Life will covet it!” 

“But how is this possible? Since time immemorial, Dao Ancestors are the strongest! Even in the era that 

the divine race ruled, they were unable to break through the existence of Dao Ancestors too. How can 

someone possibly break the shackles of Dao Ancestor?” 

... ... 

One stone stirred up a thousand ripples, Ye Yuan’s words made everyone’s emotions blow up. 

The words he said were indeed too earth-shattering. 

This kind of thing was too fantastical, already exceeding their imagination. 

Originally, they were still curious why Dao Ancestor Life wanted to target Lord Saint Azure. 

After all, Lord Saint Azure was the entire human race’s hero! 



But if it was according to what Ye Yuan said, then everything could be explained! 

The expression on Lin Chaotian’s face did not change much, but he already hated Ye Yuan to the 

extreme in his heart. 

He still underestimated Ye Yuan and did not think that Ye Yuan was actually so clever! 

He actually saw through his intentions from the little clues and inklings. 

He thought that he understood Ye Yuan very well, thinking that Ye Yuan would definitely care about the 

title of Saint Azure. 

It was just a pity, he still projected his own shortcomings onto others! 

Ye Yuan’s head had always been clear until it could make people’s hair stand on end! 


